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New Rates

Regents Boost Tuition, Housing,
Cite Need for Sulury Increuses
Tuition for the 1966-67 aca
demic year at UOP will take a
$50 increase per semester, setting
yearly tuition costs at $1,600.
The increase was announced by
Board of Regents President T. F.
Baun after the March 7 meeting.

Here are only a few symbols of the fine arts—
a violin, Wagner, sheet music and painting.
The "Festival of Arts" is a new innovation at

Pacific. It is a week dedicated to the appre
ciation of the fine arts, both on campus and in
the Stockton Community. (See pp 4-5)

GOP Candidate Finch Here Tues.

Robert Finch, Republican can
didate for Lieutenant Governor,
will appear on campus March 29
at 3 p.m. in Anderson Lecture
Hall. His visit is being sponsor
ed by the Pacific Student Asso
ciation.
Finch, according to Academic
Standards Commissioner Patty
Bilbrey, specifically wanted to in
clude UOP in his day of appear
ance in Tracy and Modesto.
FINCH HAS much political
experience to his credit. In 1960
he was national campaign direc
tor of the Nixon for President
campaign; he was statewide co
ordinator of the Murphy for
Senate campaign in 1964; he was
delegate or alternate to the Re

publican National Convention
1948, 1956, 1960.
He has been chairman of the
Los Angeles County Republican
Central Committee, chairman of
the executive committee of Re
publican Associates of Los An
geles County, and member of the
Republican State Central Com
mittee since 1947.
IN ANNOUNCING Finch's
visit, Miss Bilbrey said, "If we
get good support, we may get
other candidates to speak since
this will be a particularly interest
ing primary year."
Issues on which Finch is cen
tering his campaign include a
concern for the danger of the
two-party system fading out in

California History Institute April 1-2
'Biographical Approach to History7
Aiming at "breathing some life
'fto history," the California His
tory Foundation will conduct its
'9th Annual Institute on the
dop campus April 1 and 2.
Iheme of the Institute is "The
biographical Approach to His
tory."
THE INSTITUTE, according
0 Dr. Leland Case, director of
he California History Founda•°n, University of the Pacific,
'ill look at history through the
'eople who made it. With speakrs and panel presentations, the
istitute will view history through
he lives of John Augustus Suter, Jedediah Smith, John Muir,
nd E. M. Rhodes.
Also included in the "biotaphical approach to history"
'ill be a special institute session

at the Haggin Galleries where
guests will be able to view exhibits
of the Yosemite - painter, Biers'tadt, and Burbank, "Portrayer of
Indians." History in music will
be presented with "Early Califor
nia Folksongs" by Mr. and Mrs.
Mont H. Glissmeyer of Stockton
who will appear in costume.
SPEAKER FOR the keynote
address on Friday will be Dr.
John A. Hawgood, professor of
American History, University of
Birmingham, England. His will
begin the Institute with a look at
"John Augustus Sutter, the
Man"
"John Muir, Man of Letters"
will be the address to begin Sat
urday's sessions, given by Wil
liam F. Kimes, a Pacific alumnus,
(Continued on Page 3)

California politics. He says, "We
must restore proper balance to
our two-party system. This is
the importance of the elections of
1966, and this is why I have
chosen to devote the next year to
campaigning for the Republican
(Continued on page 8)

INCREASES IN room and
board
were also announced.
Board charges will be "standard
ized" to $370 everywhere on the
campus. Presently board is $335,
slightly higher in the Quads.
Room rates will be up $20 in all
living groups.
Room and board increases are
due to "rising costs." The raise
is the first in three years.
The total University budget
will be increased by one million
dollars over the 1965-66 fiscal
budget of $8,169,155; 1966-67
budget will be $9,159,066.
THE MAJOR reason given for
the tuition increase, according to
Baun, was that it is "essential to
retaining present as well as at
tracting new faculty members to
the University of the Pacific."
According to Baun, 87 per cent
of the net income derived from
the tuition increase will be ap
plied directly to "instructional
expenses that include benefits as
well as salary" and the other 13
per cent is allocated to "support
ing services contributing to an
effective teaching result."

SPEAKING OF the tuition
hike, Baun said, "The University
of the Pacific must keep pace
with the rising level of faculty
compensation throughout the na
tion. Competition for the most
competent and experienced fac
ulty members is becoming more
intense," he said. "Naturally this
add to the cost of educating
students."
Tuitition at UOP according to
Baun, in a statement in March
1965, has increased 80 per cent
in the past seven years. Last year's
increase in tuition was a total of
$75 per semester. At that time,
Baun said of the increase, "This
added income is essential to our
remaining competitive in faculty
salaries at the quality level of
education this University repre
sents."
HE ALSO indicated how Paci
fic's tuition costs compared with
other schools at the time. Paci
fic's tuition at $1,500 was equal
to Pomona, Mills, Occidental,
and the University of Southern
California. Only slightly higher
was the tuition of Stanford Uni
versity at $1,575, Reed College
at $1,700 and Cal-Tech at $1,800.
The same week that the tuition
increase was announced, return
ing faculty members were notifi
ed of their salary for next year.
University policy is not to an
nounce salaries publicly.

'Romantics' Features Parson, Fessenden
The Romantics, Edmond Ros
tand's parody on Romeo and
Juliet, will be presented at the
Studic* Theater at 8 p.m. next
Monday and Tuesday.
Directed by Wendy Wight,
this amusing French comedy
deals with the security to be had
because of a simple garden wall
erected between the homes of two
families. Without the wall the
neighbors are never happy.
Sylvette played by Cheryl Par
sons and Percinet played by Rich
Fessenden are sweethearts and
live on either side of the wall
with their fathers. Both of their
fathers, Bergamin and Pasquinot
played by Bob Lema and Tom
Luna want them to be married.
In order to make Sylvette and
Percinet think that it is their own
idea, they use reverse psychology
and fabricate a feud between
themselves. They hope that the
two will use their youthful reas
oning against parental authority
and get married.
Deviously the two fathers stage
an abduction of Sylvette by a
professional played by David
Lungren. Percinet comes to save
her but he discovers it was all
planned, and a fued develops
after which Percinet leaves to

Pasquinot, played by Tom Luna, and Bergamin, Bob Lema,
fathers in the fabricated feud of 'The Romantics" eye Sylvette,
played by Sheryl Patsons. The play will appear March 28, 29
at Studio Theatre.
seek true romance in the big city.
While he is gone the abductor
disguises himself and tries to take
Sylvette away. Meanwhile Per
cinet returns and discovers what
he is really looking for was right

there in his own garden.
The remainder of the cast in
cludes the swordsmen in the ab
duction scene, played by Steiner
Gustafson, Bud West, Bob Nel
son, and Jim Lewis.
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Editorial

Tuition Increase Again: Why?
A few questions need to be answered concerning the
University's latest annual tuition increase, announced this
past week. (See story page I.) A raise in tuition rates has
been happening so often lately that it may be included
the college catalogue as a traditional event.
Ostensibly ear-marked for "Further increase in faculty
compensaiton," this increase follows by only three weeks the
announcement of the newest cluster college in Pacific s am
bitious building program.
These two announcements call to mind another qu tion: Are the presently-enrolled college of the Pacific stud
ents being asked to help pay for the operating expenses of the
existing cluster college programs?
Secondly, the announcement of the raise in tuition and
room and board rates for next year was made after the dead
line for scholarship applications, and so late in the present
school year that a student now wanting to transfer is at a
Although it did not become official until the Board of
Regents met early this month, the administration has known
of the impending increase for some time. Why did it not
let the students in on the plans while there was still time tor
the students to make suitable arrangements?
The faculty does deserve a raise. A student carrying a
normal load of 15 units will still pay only $3.00 per hour
hour for his instruction next year!
Will the full $200,000 that is ticketed for increased
salaries next year actually be realized in faculty raises? For
the answer to this question we are awaiting the report of
the Faculty Compensation Committee. This report, to be
presented at the April 12 meeting of the faculty, may answer
some of these questions while asking several more.—Dave
Edwards.

Fine Arts Week Is Good

Apathy is a nasty word! Yet it has been used almost in
cessantly in connection with the Pacific students and occassionally in connection with the faculty. There has also been
much commentary on the lack of "cultural offerings on
campus and in Stockton. Not so this week, however.
A group of enthusiastic professors in the various fields
of the fine arts has banded together to present to the campus
and Stockton Community a "Fine Arts Week," including
everything from poetry to polychrome schulpture. What
effect could such an exciting project have on the campus?
This remains to be seen.
Dr. Larry Jackson commented that "If it stimulates
interest in the fine arts fields, it will become an annual event.
Our main purpose is to put on a program to bring the^campus and the Stockton community together in this field." Dr.
Jackson has co-ordinated this program. Ffe mentioned several faculty members who have been instrumental in the
planning and supervision of this week
Ralph Matesky of the Conservatory; Richard Reynolds,
Earl Washburn and Larry Walker of the Art Department;
Sy Kahn and Muray Baden of Raymond College; and De
Marcus Brown of the Speech Department and Theater. Mich
ael Lamm of Public Relations has also helped a great deal on
this project, and Thomas Thompson, director of develop
ment, acquired the funds needed for the presentation.
This type of enthusiasm cannot be termed apathy!! And
neither can most of the undertakings of the fine arts depart
ments throughout the student community. There are re
citals, but who goes? There are art shows, but who takes a
look at them? Isn't the Playbox most enthusiastically receiv
ed by townspeople? Well then, what have we students to
complain of except of our own lack of enthusiasm?

Who sez
I can't
vote?

The state elections code. If
you registered but didn't
vote in the last November
election...or moved to a
different county or election
precinct without re-register
ing... you may not be regis
tered to vote. And...

You can't vote

unless you're registered,
The opinions expressed in
letters to the editor, guest edi
torials, and similar material ap
pearing on the editorial page do
not
necessarily represent the
views of the Pacific Weekly.
Letters to the editor are wel
comed, although they hould not
exceed 250 words. We reserve
the right to edit such responses.

Reader's Stump
Editor:
As we understand it, the right
to a free press is the right of most
citizens of this state. The right
to voice one's opinion in the form
of an editorial comment is also
the right of most citizens of this
nation. We use the term "most
citizens" because it seems that the
Pacific Weekly has abridged that
right for the Anderson "Y's"
publication Intersection.
And
that right is one which Intersec
tion establishes to be its own.

'The Disney Touch7

A Catastrophic Revision
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The idea that the Pacific Weak
ly should be the one and only
newspaper on campus is as dicta
torial as it is monopolistic. We

v
By

s««

f
the screen adaptation. Peter Patl V th'
appeared as a brash, rude "kid"
y
who could fly.
"ANOTHER GLARING ex pus C1
pen "
ample sighted by Dr. Chambers
10
ieft
was "the treatment of Friend Ipesday
Hare in Felix Salten's Bambi."
"Salten wrote Friend Hare as a
to symbol of man's innocence, his
acti<
determined effort to recognize
1
and rely upon the basic goodness rding
excitu
in man."
"The Disney version of Bambi that"
to
turned Friend Hare into the jittheii
terbugging, wise-cracking Thum
per. Friend Hare was reduced nd the
ivacy,
to a comic relief."
"THE 'HIP' MICE, 'cute' in
sects, and dancing squirrels that bmak
populate most of the Disney ver- I dest
sions of children's classic litera , vali
ture often provide sub-plots that ightei
do not exist in the original."
til as
"THE LATEST piece of chil lation
dren's literature to undergo the
the
'Disney Touch' was Travers' at the
Mary Poppins. The delightfully s ide f
stern English nanny that Travers :tal c
created underwent the Holly ote c
wood treatment and emerged as a :oupl
singing, dancing, rather pretty own 1
playmate for the children in the tome
55
story.
selot
"Again the Disney corporation
.i * liv
has used a salable title, kept some
furr
of the plot, but has created a 're a
whole new concept for a beloved
the
children's classic."
ids i
"BUT PLEASE don't misun 1
1E 1
derstand me," said Or. Chamai
ict
bers, "I'm not out jousting Dis
Ray
ney. I think his studios do some
i rope
very fine things. Some of Ame
i ite
rica's best loved heroes come
from the prolific and talented i; ima
pens of the Disney artists. But I :cot
I also think we have a responsi lot IS V
led
bility to children to keep some
led
culture in their heritage."
as
ur >us
are sure there are more ideas of the word, then we suggest that
from people on campus than the Pacific Weakly expend their
idi
unfounded fervor toward this
there are people reporting for the
t lib
end.
.011,
Weakly.
iti lie
Furthermore, the PSA has Jim Bigelow
President, Anderson "Y"
»t
nothing to say about the contents
of Intersection, and this being the Jim Brungess
F
case, Intersection claims the right V.P. YMCA
S! id
Kim
Bowden
to present facts and opinions
Editor, Intersection
about any worthwhile subject
matter. V^e would, at this point,
like to expand our comments to
include a brief criticism of the
»t)lf
Weakly itself. Dave Frederickton e
son has done an excellent job in ED. NOTE:
There are several points which
making the paper better than it
we
would like to clarify for In
was; that is not to say, however,
that the paper has achieved the tersection and our readers:
(1) With regard to the amount
ultimate. The Weakly, in its
fervor to report campus activities, of courage to Vietnam as oppos
has avoided almost entirely its ed to "pinnings and engage
"responsible" position of report ments" we have published 185.0
Dt
ing the feelings of students and inches on Vietnam, while print
ing
only
17.0
inches
on
pinnings
professors of this campus on
some of the more pertinent issues and engagements. There are 'Jo
log
of our day, both world and local. 14.25 inches in a column.
(2) Regarding the PSA's right
Another thing that strikes us
oddly about the Weakly's gripe to a say about Intersection's con
tent, we call attention to the fol
is that Intersection has a total cir
,
culation about !4 that of the lowing:
"Subject to the approval o*
Weakly's. This comment should
the Executive Board this comstand by itself. We maintain the
mitee (PSA Communications
right and the privilege to repre
Commission) shall establish all
sent the point of view that we do
rules and regulations govern
through Intersection.
If the
ing the qualifications and du
Weakly chooses not to represent
ties of the staffs, and all ques
their point of view on the same
tions of policy of all the As
issues, then that is their prero
sociation
publications a n
gative, not ours.
modes of communication as
Our major criticism of the
listed previously." (PSA Con
Weakly, however, is that they are
stitution Article LII, Sect. 4,
more of a newsletter than a news
Clause 4A3.)
paper. If they intend to be a
(Continued on page 7)
newspaper in their defined sense

By KATHRYN NAYLOR
"Picturing Mary Poppins as
flying over the rooftops of Lon
don," remarked Dr. Chambers,
"is like portraying "The Lady of
the Lake" as Esther Williams div
ing into a pool of maidens wear
ing garlands of orchids in their
hair."
,
THIS DELIGHTFUL bit of
sarcasm was part of a recent in
terview with assistant professor
of education, Dr. Dewey W.
Chambers, concerning his article
"The 'Disney Touch' and the
Wonderful World of Children's
Literature."
AS AN EDUCATOR, Dr.
Chambers is particularly con
cerned about "children s literary
cultural heritage." "Th eDisney
corporation has borrowed such
titles as Bambi, Snow White,
Alice in Wonderland, Cinderella,
Peter Pan, Wind in the Willows,
Mary Poppins, etc. and used their
patina of fame while parading a
not even reasonable facsimile of
the original's intent and beauty
on the screen."
"ONE NEEDS only to exam
ine some of the fine literature that
Disney has subjected to his
craftsmen to realize the catastro
phic revision that takes place
from the original to the Disney
version seen on the screen.
"PETER PAN'S Tinker Bell,
as Disney saw her may well have
Sir James Barrie spinning in his
grave. Certainly the mischievous
Tinker Bell, in the original story,
was far too modest to reveal her
self as an elfin sex symbol. Need
less to say, she would never have
sold peanut butter."
"The symbolic level of Peter
Pan's eternal youth in the Barrie
version was ignored by Disney in

If the alledged "voice of the
student body" has been flagrantly
avoiding some of the pertinent
issues of our day (and we suggest
that no major editorial comment
on the War in Viet Nam since
the beginning of the year is flag
rant) , then we feel that Intersec
tion has every right to present its
views and the views of those in
terested on these subjects. We
might mention the fact that "en
gagements and pinnings" have re
ceived more press coverage in the
Weakly (sic.) than has the Viet
Nam conflict. A large part of the
Weakly's gripe has to do with the
lack of communication. It was
no secret to those at the "Y" that
we were going to publish a com
mentary of Viet Nam. We had
no idea that the Pacific Weakly
was planning a "splash" on the
same subject, but the fact that we
published our commentary
Published on Friday of every 5 day academic week during the college
through Intersection is no reason
year by the Pacific Student Association.
for the Weakly to become so up
Entered as second class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office Stock
ton, California under the act of March 3, 1879.
set.
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Will Pacific Have Open Dorm Policy?

r W R T < l LEAVE
T P A V P
By CHRIS
Staff Reporter

Who's privacy is more imporlaat — the individual's or the
couples?
From the Raymond
comes this proposition:
calT1pus
t0 open dbrms, both men and
'enj (omen to the opposite sex on
Wednesday nights after High
fable and on Sunday afternoons

1 kij"

from 1 to 5.
REACTION to the proposition
according to dorm counselors has
[,een exciting. "Finally we've an
issue that our men and women are
jit- filling to involve themselves in.
fad their arguments revolve
around the problems of privacy."

She included the whole campus
because "what went for one livlng group would have to go for
all."
Sympathetic to student right,
within reason, Dean Davis ex
plored in long conversation with
her women counselors, plans for
providing more privacy for the
couple — without infringing on
the individual right of privacy of
others.

_

•

Suggestions were made for
separate entertaining rooms to be
built into new dorms, informal
semi-private lounges and/or the
construction of a suite of bed
rooms around a small living room
in new dorms. In the latter case
the living area would be open to
men at certain hours, but bed
rooms would provide escape for
roommates who wanted to be
alone.

ON THE OTHER hand the
argument is that as individuals,
students pay for the privacy of
either a girl's or a men's dorm.
There they can relax and enjoy
the company of their own sex in
whatever attire and with what
ever language, etc. they like.
Though it was suggested that
rooms would be cleaned more
often if visitors were allowed in
the dorm, "why should the indi

»

vidual's

comfortable

threatened?"

According to their survey, open
dorms were to provide a place for
intellectual pursuits.
"And for
intellectual pursuits there are
dozens of ideal places around
campus already — many under
used," added another counselor.
"Besides, if you are involved in
a really good intellectual discus
sion, you usually don't care
whether you are in private or
not."
"IF WE demphasize the pro
fessed intellectual ideals of Ray
mond," said Dean Davis, "and
be fairly realistic about the cam
pus as a whole with regard to the
why' of open dorms, I think the
couple's right to privacy would
tome to the fore in importance."

Check
who's coming
on campus
March 31
(With lots of careers in the
booming communications field!)

History...
(Continued from Page 1)
who has devoted his life to a
study of Muir. Following Kimes,
C. Sharsmith, professor of
botany, San Jose, will study
John Muir, Botanist and Geo
logist." Concluding the session,
Mrs. N. Clark will address guest
011

"John Muir, my grandfather."

SATURDAY afternoon's con| dudmg sessions for the Institute
I will look at the literary side of
[be "biographical approach to
history." W. H. Hutchinson,
biographer of E. M. Rhodes, will
discuss Rhodes, master of the
Astern genre. Rhodes was a
Member of Pacific's class of 1890.
Following the address, Dr.
*~harlesi Clerc, assistant professor
English at UOP, and Ferol
kgan, Pacific alumnus and author
°f "The Cowboy Novel" and
°ther western works will discuss
4e Western genre.

L

Pacific Telephone representing the Bell System:
Pacific Telephone

TECHNICAL AND NON-TECHNICAL
GRADUATES FOR ENGINEERING
AND ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS
IN CALIFORNIA.

BELL TELEPHONE
LABORATORIES

TECHNICAL GRADUATES FOR RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT WORK IN COMMUNICATIONS AND
ELECTRONICS WITH ONE OF THE WORLD'S FORE
MOST RESEARCH LABS.

TECHNICAL AND NON-TECHNICAL GRADUATES
FOR ENGINEERING AND ADMINISTRATIVE PO
SITIONS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYERS

be

another

THE CAMPUS has not yet be
come an institution for couples.
People don't usually enroll in
pairs. They attend as individ
uals and should be entitled to

spotlighted on the Pacific campus
as well as on campuses all across
the nation," noted Dean Davis.

THE MOST outstanding argu
ment against this position was
that Raymond did not appear to
be proposing the establishment of
private quarters for a couple's
legitimate intimacies.

mess

counselor. "And," added a wo
man, "we might; well end up
cleaning the men's rooms while
we were over there!"

Privacy, "that
thing which
makes you an individual, and
which makes two a couple," it has
been described philosophically.
"The value of privacy is being

On the one hand, the argument
is that the UOP campus does not
provide privacy for the couple.
General opinion dictates that this
is more or less a right to which
the couple is entitled. "After all
our own parents provide it for us
at home," said one women's
counselor. "Almost everyone has
a nice living room with comfort
able furniture and a stereo that
they're allowed to use to enter
tain their boyfriends or girl
friends in, privately."

querried
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Festival of Arts-'A Renewed Appreciation
Richard Yip Gives
Arts Week Lecture

Richard Yip, well-known local
artist and UOP graduate, will
give a demonstration-lecture to
morrow at a special reception
from 2 to 4:30 p.m. Also at this
time student awards will be pre
sented for work exhibited as part
of the Festival of the Arts Week
on campus.
The second annual University
of the Pacific Art Exhibition be
gan last Saturday and will con
tinue through Friday, April 1.
The display has been set up in
the fellowship hall at Central
Methodist Church, across Pacific
Avenue from the University and
will be open to public viewing
daily between 12 noon and 5:30
p.m. Open to all students cur
rently enrolled in the University,
the exhibition includes paintings,
drawings,
sculpture,
ceramics,
photography, and crafts.
A special feature of the exhi
Keith Sheldon and Leslie Zelinsky pot the finishing touches on
bition is the paintings of Yip. He
a wall-painting in downtown Stockton. Susie Dukes and Judy
was born in Canton, China in
Rowan also participated in this contest against Delta College.
1919 and came to the United
Judges were local officials.
States in 1931. Yip has painted in
Italy, China, Mevico, and some
of the western states of the U.S.
Some of Yip's awards include
the
winning
team
and
a
$50
bond
On March 21, Stockton Mayor
a
special
citation from the Ameri
divided among the losers for sec
Jimmie Rishwain, State Senator
can Watercolor Society, a first
ond place. This was a contest in
Alan Short, and Librarian Mar
award at the San Francisco Art
which no one could lose.
Festival, a second place in the
garet Troke were the judges of
The team painted a wooden
California State Fair, a best in
barricade in front of the new
Fireside Thrift's Art contest. It
the show and a first award in the
was between University of the
Fireside Thrift building at 233 E.
Mother Lode Art Exhibition, and
Weber, that has been erected un
Pacific and San Joaquin Delta
a best in the show in the Central
til the building has been com
College. The prizes for first place
Valley Regional Art Exhibition.
pleted. Each team was given $25
was a $100 bond divided among
Yip has exhibited his works in
by this savings and loan com
the San Francisco Museum of
pany to pay for supplies.
In
Arts, the Rotunda Gallery in San
cluded in the Pacific team were
Francisco, the Springfield An
Keith Sheldon, Paula Sheridan,
nual Art Exhibition in Missouri,
Judy Rowan, Susie Dukes, and
the Pennsylvania Fine Arts An
Leslie Zelinsky.
nual,
the Butler Art Institute An
Pacific used its five, 8x3 panels
nual in Youngstown, Ohio, and
as the backing of one enormous,
the Denver Museum Annual Art
painted sunburst, complete with
Exhibition in Denver, Colorado.
smile. Like Pacific, Delta used
Yip's other honors include be
the same materials, paint, glue,
ing featured in American Artist
and tissue paper, to complete
Magazine, listed in "Vffio s Who
their work. However, unlike Pa
in American Art," "Who's Who
cific, Delta chose to paint indi
of the West" and elected a Life
vidual paintings on the remaining
Fellow of the International In
8x3 panels. Both colleges were
stitute of Arts and Letters.
finished long before the judging
Yip has taught at UOP as a
started. The murals will remain
Special Instructor. He has also
up until the opening of the new
taught at San Joaquin Delto
office on April 4.

UOP-Delta in Art Contest

Incidentally, Delta won.

When you can't
afford to be dull.
sharpen your wits
with NoDozTM
NoDOZ Keep Alert Tablets fight off
the hazy, lazy feelings of mental
sluggishness. N0D0Z helps restore
your natural mental vitality...helps
quicken physical reactions. You be
come more naturally alert to people
and conditions around you. Yet
N0D0Z is as safe as coffee. Anytime
.. .when you can't afford to be dull,
sharpen your wits with NoDOZ.

SAFE AS COFFEE

College.

PSA SENATE
"Live" On KUOP-AM
Tuesday Night-9p.nu

The ninth floor of Burns' Tower is the scene of the KUOP-FM
broadcasting station. Here, an evening program is being aired
to the campus.

Cinematography Class by Davlin;
Art Festival Brings Garner Today
What better way to get an ininto the art of films than by

CLOSED CIRCUIT

seeing them first hand?
A new class, The Art of the
Film, is being offered this semes
ter and subsequently every fall
by John Davlin. Open to upper
division students, the course at
tempts to chronologically exam
ine films and to teach them as fine
According to Davlin, the films
he has selected to show his class
are an "historical perspective of
motion pictures as an art form.
Because of the interest shown
by students not enrolled in the
class, the films
are now being
screened at the top of the Y
free of charge.
Davlin commented that Gar
ner's work gives an idea of the
extent that television is involved
in the area of fine arts.

Art student works on his de
sign for a clay container in
the pottery class at the Art
Department. Other interest
ing offerings are jewelry
making, water color, pho
tography and oil painting
as well as the art history
courses.

GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIES
ART SUPPLIES

"Put a Tiger In Your Radio"

with KUOP-AM 660

_

Since cinematography has be
come a new area of interest in
the fine arts at Pacific, the plan
ners of the Festival of Arts are
bringing to campus Ray Garner.
Garner, author of over 10®
television documentary films
inj
eluding "The River Nile," will
lecture on "Contemporary Fib11
Techniques" as a part of the
UOP Festival of the Arts week.
The lecture will be in Ander
son Lecture Hall at 4 p.m. today
and will include some of Garner s
film
work, along with his com
mentary.

BECHL0FFS
BEAUTY SALON
PHONE 465-3497
2106 PACIFIC AVENUE

3220 Pacific Avenue

YOUR HEADQUARTERS

Phone 466-7031

FOR MICHEL

Free Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

NAIL ENAMEL AND
LIPSTICK
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... of the Infinite Creative Capacity of Man'
Jazz-man Brubeck
Performs April 16

Cheryl Parsons and Richard Pendrey star as Tiffany Richards
and Bob McKellaway in the latest Playbox presentation,, "Mary,
Mary." Under the direction of DeMarcus Brown, the Drama
department includes both the Playbox and the Studio Theatre.

A Cappella Choir on Tour
The UOP A Cappela Choir,
lioneer choir in the western
Jnited States, departed Saturday
.larch 19 for its ten day 1966
ipring Tour with 19 performnces scheduled in 11 California
ties.
Dr. J. Russell Bodley, head of

tffardumian Lectures,
' (Performs Sunday

I Terminating the performances
|n the Festival of Arts will be a
[presentation of the works of
»[Richard Yardumian, a wellj llnown American composer of
Armenian heritage.
* I The program which begins at
ifi! p.m. in the Pacific Auditorium
' Sunday will feature four main
; jparts: a symphony by Haydn,
jfjBenjamin Britten's Symphonieti; five settings from the Bible
i chorale style; an anthem by
ardumian sung by the Stockton
olo Choralf under the direction
f Frank Prather; and an orchstrial presentation of Yardumm's Chorale-Prelude by the
tockton Chamber Orchestra uner the direction of Ralph Matiky.
f

Yardumian's special interest
in old Greek modes which he
in a contemporary style,
music has been performed
recorded at the Philadelphia
Orchestra conducted
Y Eugene Ormandy.
He has been commissioned by
'any organizations and univer
ses to do special pieces for
»em. Originally Yardumian was
Aeduled to make a tour of the
estern United States but due to
Hess in his family he was forced
1 cancel his previous engageents.

the Conservatory of Music since
1934, will direct the choir. The
program for the tour includes
works of Johann Sebastian Bach,
John Berger, Gail Kubik, and F.
Melius Christiansen with varied
interpretations of both sacred
and secular choral compositions.
An estimated 8,000 to 10,000
persons will hear the 38 voices of
the choir.
Members of the choir are
drawn from the entire student
body regardless of major. Audi
tions are required of all candi
dates for each year's choir, and
the result is a completely reor
ganized choir featuring a wide
range of vocal flexibility.
While on tour the choir will
find accommodations with mem
bers of the various churches and
organizations where its concerts
will be held. They will return
to Stockton March 27.

I

Each week Solo Class offers an opporunity for the Pacific
campus to see performances by local and visiting musicians.
The presentations take place on Thursdays at 11 a.m. and are
free. Here Ted Yumoto performs on the oboe with Margaret
Lawrence at the piano.
__

RaymondWelcomes
Pianist Ghiglieri
Sylvia Ghiglieri, pianist and
graduate of University of the
Pacific, will present a concert in
the Great Hall of Raymond Col
lege this Wednesday, March 30,
at 8:15 p.m.
Miss Ghiglieri studied at the
Conservatory during her years at
Pacific and is presently teaching
at Stanislaus State College in the
fine arts department.
Bach's "Chromatic Fantasy and
Fugue" is one of the several num
bers she will perform.

Schoenfeld Sisters
Violin, Cello Featured
The Schoenfeld sisters will
perform today in the Raymond
Great Hall at 8 p.m. in conjunc
tion with the Festival of Arts.
Alice, who made her debut as
a professional violinist a the age
of nine, and Eleanor, who began
as a ballerina and then became
an accomplished cellist, will in
clude some of their own arrange
ments featuring pieces from the
Barogue
to
contemporary
periods.
Born in Europe, the Schoenfelds travelled as refugees from
political tryanny and thus were
educated and trained in various
European countries. Their father
was a well known conductor and
musician in Germany.
THE HOUSE

DRIVE-IN

Dave Brubeck, '42, internation
ally famous jazz pianist, leader
and composer, will arrive in
Stockton to perform at the Civic
Auditorium. The Dave Brubeck
Quartet are on their 1966 inter
national concert tout.
Organized since 1951, the
world famed jazz foursome are
now booked exclusively as a con
cert attraction and have appeared
in almost every country in the
Free World, and now they're
coming to Stockton!
Tickets to this concert on April
16 are being sold Mon., Tues,
and Wed., March 28, 29 and 30
at the PSA office from 9 to 1.
Pacific students have top priority
on tickets but over 500 have al
ready been spoken for. The price
of the ticket is $2, $2.50 and $3.
Concert time is 9.
This concert is in conjunction
with the Alumni Award Banquet
which will precede the concert.
There is a possibility the concert
will be recorded, but just a pos
sibility, so try to attend!

OF QUALITY
Phone 463-4952

COME TO OUR CHIGNON SHINDIG!

Enjoy the extraordinary beauty
of this newest Artcarved crea
tion. Come see for yourself how
its magical "reflection setting"
glorifies the diamond's firel
Engagement ring from $90.
Trad* Mark. R«*9» onlargod «o ahow detail.

Borelli Jewelers
on the MIRACLE MILE
Diamonds - Watches - Jewelry
Art Carved Diamond Rings
2051 P<VC1F'C AVE.
462 - 2443

Learn how to make things happen to your hairdo without
wrestling rollers or running to a salon! See our "instant
chignon for dress, casual and campus wear in a revolutionary
new fiber that's stronger than human hair and needs no pro
fessional care. What's more, we blend it in minutes to match
your own!
PAM CARMAN, OUR CORONET CHIGNON STYLIST WILL BE
AT MACY'S STOCKTON, STREET FLOOR MILLINERY SALON
Monday, Wednesday, Thursday, Saturday 9:30 to 5:30;
Friday 12:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Come . . . watch the action and see row it's done. You're sure
to walk out under one! Chignons priced 17.98 to 26.98
Millinery salon, street floor, Macy's Stockton
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Pacific Sports

Hayes, Strick - NCAA Champs!
Phil Strick and Jim Hayes coi
tinued on their victorious, recorl
shattering pace as both
crowned NCAA College Divisiq
Champions last weekend at tH
national championship swimmitj
and diving meet.
STRICK WON the 50-yat|
freestyle in 21.7 seconds
tie the national record held
Jim Van Kennon of Connei
cutt Wesleyan, set last year. Th|
time is a new UOP record, breal
ing Strick's 21.8 set last week
the regionals.

Future Brighter - Tiger Gridders Close
Spring Ball with 7Solid Hitting7 Scrum
"game type" scrimmage, but fail
ed to capitalize on several other

University of the Pacific's foot
ball team closed out their 1966
Spring Practice with a ripping
scrimmage last Saturday. There
were definite signs throughout
the entire afternoon of what
could be termed a "definite im
provement" over performances in

ed a 14-yard TD pass to Negus,
while Lee scored the final TD on

recent years.

a one yard plunge.

THE MOST important aspect
of what has developed over the
course of the last four weeks is
the new attitude of the players
themselves. Many of them came
away from last Saturday's scrim
mage dissatisfied with their per
formances. Some of the players
felt that the previous Saturday's
scrimmage was sharper, but all
of them had the same goal for
the future — to make a definite
improvement by next fall.

Tiger passers completed 13 of
36 passes for 168 yards in all.
Lee, a transfer from City College
of San Francisco, led the way
with five completions in eight at
tempts for 70 yards; McArthur
completed five of 11 for 62 yards;
and Quaccia three of 17 for 36
yards.

H e a d Coach Doug Scovil
thought t h e scrimmage w a s
"good" and that both the offense
and the defense performed well
in "spots." But he added, "I
didn't like the fumbles. We fum
bled more Saturday than we have
all spring practice put together."
SCOVIL LIKED the running
of Quarterbacks John Quaccia
and Bob Lee along with Half
backs Frank Seman, Mike Noack,
and1 Fullback Jack Layland. But
he was impressed with the throw
ing of Quarterback Bob McArthur against the first
team de
fense.
The offense scored four touch
downs during the hour and a half

Ski Pants
Parkas
Sweaters
20
Per Cent
OFF

opportunities.
McARTHUR threw TD passes
to Don Negus (23 yards) and to
Noack (14 yards); Quaccia toss

THE LONGEST run of the
day was a 35 yarder by Lee on
an option play, while Fullback
Marv Anderson ran a draw play
for 18 yards. But Fullback Jack
Layland, a transfer from Contra
Costa, led all rushers with 57
yards, followed by Lee with 42
and Noack with 40.
The defense was extremely
tough at times. One pro scout
commented
afterwards,
"they
were always looking for some
body to hit." Such has not been
the case in recent years.
Those singled out for special
praise by defensive coaches John
Giannoni and Don McCormick
were: Tackles, Larry Anderson,
Wes Musitelli, and Scott Mal
lory; linebackers Don Schroeder,
Dan Flores, Bob Erman, and
Lonnie Beckenhauer; along with
defensive backs Charles Alexan
der and Walt Harris.
AFTER VIEWING the films
on Monday night Coach Scovil
awarded new "Tiger" jerseys to
Tackles Ken Erikson, a transfer
from Contra Costa, and Mallory.
Scovill now has everyone of
the gridders on special weighttraining and physical condition
ing programs readying them for
their September 17 opener with
Los Angeles State.

Phil Strick, the bald one, and Jim Hayes rest after a full weekand of record breaking at the NCAA College Nationals.

Delameter Throws One-Hitter
Southpaw Terry Delameter
threw a one-hitter as the Tiger
baseballers and the St. Mary's
Gaels exchanged shutouts in a
doubleheader Saturday at Billy
Hebert Field.
The Gaels won the opener, 4-0,
behind the two-hit pitching of
Boyd; but UOP took the second
game, 2-0, as Delameter, (1-1),
allowed just one hit, a triple, and
struck out 13 in the seven innings.
The Tigers' starter in the first
game, Tim Steers (1-1), allowed
St. Mary's four runs on two hits
and two errors in the fourth in
ning for the winning margin.
In the fourth inning of the
nightcap, Mark Miller singled
Harold Siler doubled, and a St.
Mary's error let Miller across the
plate. In the sixth, Bill McVARSITY
TRACK SCHEDULE
March 26 .... Claremont Relays,
Los Angeles
at Chico State
April 2
.
at UC Davis
April 16
San Francisco State
April 23
at Cal. St. Hay ward
April 30
Westmont Relays
Santa Barbara
West Coast Relays
May 7
Fresno
May 14
r:
USF
Modesto Relays
May 21
June 8-9 —. WCAA small col
lege National Meet, Reno

Lugo says: "A good pizza is like a woman, it must be
chilled and warmed, foundled and beaten — caressed
and cajoled — but, like a woman, it is well worth the
trouble."

Bride singled, stole second and
scored on Mike Neven's single to
the outfield.
Tuesday the Bengals traveled
to Sacramento State College only
to come out on the short end of
the score, 10-4.
Pacific, now 2-4 on the season,
tied the score in the top of the
sixth inning, 4-4, only to have
the Hornets barrage relief pitch
er Terry Delameter for three
runs in the bottom half of that
inning.
Mark Miller led 'the Tigers'
offensive with four hits in five
trips to the plate. Joe Fergusson started on the mound for
UOP and retired after ifev in
nings, Delameter (1-2), taking
the loss.
The Tigers' next games are at
day, March 29, when the BenSan Jose State tomorrow, while
the next home encounter is Tuesgals take on the Bulldogs of
Fresno State in a doubleheader
at Billy Hebert Field.
Over Easter vacation the base
ball team travels to San Diego
to defend their title at the San
Diego Marines Easter Tourna
ment.
VARSITY
BASEBALL SCHEDULE
March
March
March
April
April

26 San Jose State*
36 __ at San Jose State(2)
29
Fresno State(2)
2
USF*(2)
4-7 __ Easter Tournament
San Diego Marines
April 16 —
at Chico State(2)
.
Sacramento State
April 20
April 23
at USF*(2)
April 27
... Cal State(2)
April 30
San Jose State*(2)
May 3
at UC Davis
May 6
San Diego Marines
May 7
- at St. Mary's*(2)
May 10
at Stanford Univ.
May 12
at S. F. St. (2)
League games

Hayes churned to victory
the 200-yard breaststroke, tur
ing a time of 2:18.8 which shai
tered the previous NCAA colic
record of 2:20.2 set last year b|
Mike Ludwig of Southern Co:
necticutt.
Hayes' and Strick's wins gav|
Pacific, for the first
time, tvvlj Sin
NCAA college national winners.. right
The Tiger mermen finished;, id 9.!
eighth in the meet with 85 points
San Diego State was the winne
with 243 l/z.
UOP's 400-yard medley rela'
team of Donn Livoni, Hayes
Ti|
Larry Huiras, and Strick finishe,
pla
second in 3:44.1, just three-tenth
of a second behind the winning 1 if thi
San Jose State team. This mark i) whil
the second time in as many weeki ® Oreg
that Pacific's fine quartet has ob anta
literated the school record, which ithe
was, at the season's start, 3:50.1 11: id.
Strick also set a Pacific recorc ill I
in the 100-yard butterfly. He fin lual
ished second to Olympian Garj At!
Ilman of Long Beach State "1 1
53.0, breaking the two year-olt in t
school record of 53.4 set by John sift e'
Ostrum.
.the:
LIVONI's twelfth in the 500' n moi
yard freestyle (5:20.8); Strick': | -ese
twelth in the 100-yard freestyh *y>
(50.0); and Hayes' fourth in the omj
100-yard breaststroke (1:03.8)
were the other in-the-money fin
'I
ishes for the Tigers.
i|P
The NCAA College Division,
ch
swimming and diving champion
ltd
ships are getting to be the exclus i v e property of California
>oc
schools.
he:
FIRST, second, third, and do
fourth spots were occupied by
San Diego State, San Jose State,
UC Santa Barbara, and Long
Beach State, respectively.
Coach Connor Sutton's swim
mers were 8-6 in dual meet com
petition this year, coming on like
gang-busters the last two meets

ni

TENNIS SCHEDULE

Stockton, Califiornia

"You will ski much better
and enjoy it much more
if you are set with good
equipment"
Tennis specialties are also
available. We carry a com
plete assortment of tennis
clothes and rackets, and also
restring.

//

Acclaimed the finest by those who know

121 E. Fremont
Pizza
Hamburgers

//

Stockton, California

Spaghetti
Raviolis
Salads
Cheeseburgers Rib-Eye Steak

Orders to take out 463-6544

Open 11 A.M. Daily

.J

March 31
USF
April 1
Southern Oregon j
April 12
Univ. of Portland j
April 19
Sacramento State
April 21
Hayward State
April 27 ——- at Hayward State
April 28 ....
at Santa Clara
May 3
at UC Davis
May 4
Santa Clara
May 6-7
WCAC Tournament
at San Jose

TRY A LUGO PIZZA AND YOU'LL SEE!
^145 W. Alder

. 19'

March 25, 195
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14kt Self-Piercing Earrings
Safe - Painless $1.75
- ALSO -

Over 50 Styles of Pierced Earrings

G. V. SMITH
JEWELER
336 Lincoln Center — Stockton
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A WEEK FOR RECORDS
TRACK
100-yd. dash — 9.5
Eddie Simas
SWIMMING
50-yd. freestyle — 21.7
Phil Strick*
100-yd. butterfly — 53.0
Phil Strick >
200-yd. breaststroke — 2:18.8
Jim Hayes*
400-yd. medley relay — 3:44.1
Ron Livonni, Jim Hayes, Larry
Huiras, Phil Strick
* NCAA College Record
JV.
BASEBALL SCHEDULE
March 30
___ Stanislaus State
April 16 at Chico St. Frosh(2)
April 19
at Amer. River JC
April 23
Stanislaus State(2)
April 26
Sac. State Frosh
April 30
at Stanislaus St.(2)
May 4
at Stanislaus State

Eddie Simas (third from right) and Don Moroz
(far right) shown on their way to a non windaided 9.5 clocking in the 100-yard dash. Simas

'Weekly' Responds
(Continued from Page 2)
(3) Finally with regard to the
charge that we have not covered
"pertinent issues" in a "responsi
ble" way, we would refer the 'Y'
ble" way, we would refer the
"Y" staff to our editorial policy
statement of Oct. 1, in which we
tried to make our position clear.
Contrary to what the "Y" staff
apparently feels, we find
many
issues on campus to be both "re
sponsible" and "pertinent," to
say nothing of concern to the
most students.

APRiUsT
IS
COMING

edged Moroz by six inches at the finish for the
school record,

iimas and Moroz Go 9.5 in Century

The Tiger track team took
mrth place in the first
home
leet of the 1966 season last Sat:day while playing host to Souern Oregon College of Educa:on, Santa Clara Youth Village,
nd Athens Athletic Club of
)akland.

THE PERFORMANCES of
dividual htars from Santa
lara, Athens and Pacific highghted a meet that has to go
own. in the books as one of the
reatest ever staged in Stockton,
he Athens Club, coached by the
iternationally famous Sam Bell
id present track mentor at UC
erkeley, placed first in the fourjy competition with 66 points,
dlowed by Southern Oregon
ith 45 points, Santa Clara with
' and Pacific with 32.
Coach
Darrell
Zimmerman
owed no disappointment in his
am's overall results and he had
ry good reason not to. The
am, headed by Eddie Simas and
on Moroz, did perform well. In

the 100-yard dash, Simas barely
edged Moroz as both men clock
ed a splendid 9.5. This betters
the school record of 9.6 set in
1947.
THE SAME pair came back in
the 220-yard dash to tie for first
place in a time of 22.3. Also,
Dave McCann ran and placed in
four events. As if four running
events was not sufficient athletic
competition for one day, the ver
satile athlete suited up and ran
"collision courses" in the spring
football game.
But in the two hurdle events
and the high jump, Pacific had
no men to enter. In other events
there was only one man entered.
This lack of depth was the prime
reason that Pacific finished
fourth. Southern Oregon with
two and three entrants in every
event was able to defeat the
Tigers in duel competition 89-55,
although they had no real out
standing performances.

A TOTAL of five track records
were set. Besides Simas' 100 rec
ord, other records were set in the
javlin by Conley with a heave of
336-6, in the 330 hurdles by
Wyatt who stepped off a 37,2,
and records in the long jump of
25-6 and triple jump of 49-9 by
Tokyo Olympian Darrell Horn.
Other excellent marks were re
corded in the half-mile by Fishback (153.8) and in the high
jump by Thoreson (6.6). Also
present at the meet was Rome
Olympian Tack Yerman who won
the 440.
This weekend the Tigers spikers travel to Claremont to partici
pate in the Claremont Relays.
Star quarter-miler Dick Gentry,
who missed last week's meet due
to a muscle pull, is expected to
be ready for competition. The
next scheduled home meet is May
7 at which time the Tigers will
meat USF and Stanislaus State
College.

FOR THE FUN OF IT... get caught in rain, no strain.

With Cactus Casuals, you look your hest, fair weather or
foul. New India Whipcord weave is designed for both casual
and dress wear. Shrugs off wrinkles; permanently creased.
Completely washable—never needs ironing. True Classic Ivy
styling. 65% Dacron® polyester, 35% combed cotton. They
come in India tones of Blue, Grey, and Brown. Now, for but
a pittance, dress like an Indian prince. Only about $8.95.

CACTUS PRESS'D

CACTUStCASUALS
1280 ON YOUR DIAL

BOX 2468, SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Covell College

Foreign Students Workshop
"The American Scene and the
Foreign Student" was the over
all theme for the NAFSA (Na
tional Association of Foreign
Student Affairs) convention that
took place March 4, 5 in Elbert
Covell College.
The program
consisted of morning and after
noon sessions with an intervening
luncheon scheduled.
Dr. Joan Connelly, Dean of
Student Life at Covell College,
stated that it is quite an honor
for the University of the Pacific
to have an event such as this
take place on its campus. "The
NAFSA convention is actually a
workshop for experienced foreign
student advisers representing ap
proximately fifteen
schools in
Northern California."
She added that "these repre
sentatives discussed the difficul
ties that a foreign student en
counters on the American campus
and the problems he faces in his
relationships with American stu

W\6 PfZAWIN6e>

$£S/V\ ID CAPITIS A 5SH5UAL QUALITY
NOT FDUNP IN TH£ l/VC^K OF THS OTHFI? SlWffNTS.'

Pacific Forms Hess, Rice, Widget Co.;
Enter Business Simulation Contest
Pacific's

Hess - Rice

Widget

Company is outclassing all com
petitors in the 2nd Annual Invi
tational Business Simulation Con
test.
The Hess - Rice Widget
Company is the name adopted by
the twelve Pacific students of the
Pacific business team to honor
team advisors Mr. Hess and Mr.
Rice.
This important business compe
tition involves twelve western col
leges and universities and is de
signed to give students practical
experience in business outside the
classroom. Each school organizes
a corporation totally managed by
a twelve man student team. In
each of four areas, or Industry
Worlds, three corporations com
pete for economic advantage.
Pacific is currently leading in its
Industry World.

The student directors, headed
at Pacific by John Fruth, must
make eight policy decisions over
a period of eight weeks based
upon data supplied by the contest
organizers and upon information
correlated by an IBM computer
and which also produces the re
sults of student decisions.
All companies in the most
advantageous positions after the
initial eight-week period then
travel to Reno, Nevada on April
22-23 to make eight more deci
sions in the final
competition at
the University of Nevada.
A
panel of experts from the busi
ness world will judge the compe
tition. This competition, accord
ing to Fruth, business team presi
dent, covers "every aspect of
running a large corporate busi
ness from marketing to labor re
lations."

See Ruins of Peru On UOP Campus
Behold the famous sites of the
ancient Indian ruins of Peru
(and other countries of Central
and South America) when the El
Centro Panamericano presents
"Latin American Pre-Columbian
Sites as Seen by an Amateur
Archaeologist" this Tuesday,
March 29, at 8 p.m., in the din
ing hall of Elbert Covell College.
Dr. Dewey W. Chambers, edu
cator and archaeologist, will ac
company the showing of pictur
esque slides with expert commen
tary on relics of past civilizations
gained
during his
t r a v e l s
throughout Latin America.

As an archaeologist he has
spent several years studying ruins
there
and
will
discuss
also
theories of archaeology.

Placement Office interviews for
next month are:
April 12—Colgate-Palmolive Co.
14—Dow Chemical Co.
20—Chesebrough - Ponds,
Inc.
22—Coast Guard Officers
Training
25—J. C. Penny Company

Hot weather is back...
Get a refreshing lift at..

END ZONE

dents."

Tiger Quide
Today, ar. 25
Y Film — "The 91st Day" 3:30,
7:30, 9:30 p.m.
All University Fine Arts Festival: 4
p.m.; Symposium - 8 p.m. —
Schoenfeld Sisters — Great Hall
IFC Preference Day
Playbox — "Mary, Mary" 8 p.m.
Saturday, Mar. 26
Wra Basketball Sports Day—Sac.
State
Delta Delta Delta Dad's Day
Phi Delta Chi Pledge Dance 8-12
p.m.
Playbox—"Mary, Mary" 8:30 p.m.
Baseball — at San Jose State
Junior Varsity Baseball — at San
Francisco State Frosh
Track — Claremont Relays — Los
Angeles
Sunday, Mar. 27
End of A Cappella Choir Tour
Presents and Housemother Teas—
All Sororities — 2-4 p.m.
Pi Kappa Delta Initiation
Monday, Mar. 28
Community Concert — Eric Fried
man, violinist — 8:15 p.m.
Golf — Cal. State at Hayward —
Swenson Park
Studio Theater — "Romantics"
Tuesday, Mar. 29
Newman Club
Graduate Recital, Norma Bazett —
Conservatory
PSA — Robert Finch — Candidate
for Lt. Gov. 2:30 p.m.
Spurs Smarty Party — 6:30-7:30
p.m. Gold Room
Archaeologist — Covell College —
8 p.m.
Golf —at USF
Baseball — Fresno St. — here, 1:30
p.m.
Wednesday, Mar. 30
Junior Varsity Baseball — Stanis
laus St. — here
Studio Theatre — "Romantics"
Thursday, Mar. 31
Varsity Tennis — USF — here,
2:30 p.m.

we've got'em
Qpcbtiduifi&aA--

At the same time, the advisers
exchanged individual views as to
how to solve these basic prob
lems so that each can gain a
deeper insight into what he can
do to help the foreign student
adjust to the American way.
Dean Connelly said that the
thought behind the workshop was
that the well-informed adviser
will make a better administrator.
Two Elbert Covell College stu
dents participated in the morn
ing session of
the workshop
which included a panel discussion
(moderated by Dr. Connelly) of
the role of the campus in the life
of the foreign student.
They
were Enrique Auza, a foreign stu
dent from Bolivia, and Valerie
Stecher, an American who is a
graduating senior.
Dean Connelly emphasized that
"this NAFSA program is becom
ing more and more vital every
year, for there is an ever-increas
ing number of foreign students
coming to America.
One day
these students will return to their
own countries and very likely be
come influential citizens.

Finch
(Continued from page 1)
cause. I ask every Californjan
who is concerned about the fu
ture of our two-party dialogue,
and about the quality of life we
can achieve in this state, to help
me and to join with me in this
bold endeavor."
UNIFICATION OF the Re
publican party is one of Finch's
concerns.
"The overriding aim
of every candidate for Republican
nomination in California in 1966
must be to unify our party, not to
split it. I will never attack my
fellow Republicans, andIwill not
be part of any 'slate'."
Finch also seeks more respon
sibility for the states.
"The
Brown Administration has looked
to Washington too often for solu
tions to California's problems,
and this process must be stoip>ped."
Candidate Finch expressed the
willingness to speak on any topic
while on campus. He will also be
open for questions from the floor
at the conclusion of the session.

Alumni Dinner

The
- — Alumni Office will
— agajh
hold a dinner for student leaden,
March 27. The dinner will allJ
students to meet and talk wit , will
the three Vice Presidents of th late
University: Mr. Winterberg, Fin prch
ancial
Vice
President, Mr
in
Thompson, Director of Develop jext
ment, and Dr. Graves, Academi, annc
Vice President.
tnt,

uate
The dinners are an informa
ousf
opportunity for the students u
)rJ
have their questions about thfl
jt nt f
University answered. It is hoped
miss
through these dinners that stu1
uate
dents will become better informed
he
about their school.

on.3

The Alumni Office hopes tc 195
continue holding their dinners ak d a
various living groups on camput„ nion
because it provides an opportmv n
ity of the alums of these groups, is<
>cu
to participate in the planning o " ate !
the dinners.
|tica
he

Phi Eta Sigma

Graduating seniors who plan t C . p
work for graduate degrees an f ing
who are members of Phi Etfat he
Sigma may be eligible for one
of six $300 scholarships offerei
each year by the National Ph
Eta Sigma Fraternity. Scholar
ships are awarded on the basi
of scholastic record, evidence o \ ithi

creative ability, financial
promise of success in chosen fielc itiOgi
? the
and personality.
el
For more information, contact
aieste
Carl E. Wulfman, Quonset 2
lis I
Physics Department immediately
Jininat

Sorority Teas

AIT

sorority puts on a tea to honor;
housemothers and spring pledges.,^
The three houses that will present
their new pledges are Thetaj
Gamma Phi, and Tri Delta. The
will be from 2 to 4 an<|
everyone on campus is invited L ^
so boys, here's your chance!

tic
f Jc;t hi

ei

Drive safely and
mourning after.

avoid

WE WERE A LITTLE EARLY FOR THIS AD LAST TIME BUT NOT NOW - HOT WEATHER IS HERE TO STAY! - WE HOPE

Coppertone

Sea and Ski

Bain de Soleil

Bronze Luster
High Noon

CLINICAL PHARMACY

2105 PACIFIC AVENUE

11 sen

Pan Hellenic's Spring Te'1 ni a
honoring the housemothers wii
be this Sunday. Every year eachi^

Never NeedsIroning!

MEN'S CLOTHIER

wh
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106 Weber Hall U.O.P.
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After

13 Years

Graduate Dean To Retire

pr. Willis N. Potter, dean of
• Graduate School at the Uni,-jrv of the Pacific, will retire
C'5 '

t£Xt

r

1 ->

summer after 13 years in

5®

member of the Pacific faclty since 1947, the dean of the
graduate School since 1953, Dr.
S potter will continue to teach two
i jjuate courses, Techniques of
||eSearch and Comparative Edu
cation, in the School of Education next fall.
•eu In announcing Dr. Potter's recement, Dr. Burns said, "The
graduate School has grown tre
mendously over the past 13 years
d Dr. Potter has played an im, jnortant role in this growth. We
ill miss his leadership in the
ijt Graduate School but are pleased
that he will continue to teach
here on a part-time basis."
In 1951 and 1952 Dean Potter
t served as visiting professor of
a educational psychology at the
Syrian National University in
"I Damascus, under a Department
if State Smith-Nundt grant. On
abbatical leave from Pacific in
1959, he and Mrs. Potter spent
several months in the Middle
East, where he studied the de
veloping school systems.
Dr. Potter has the distinction
of being the author of a textbook
El that he can't read! His book,

Education and Child Psychology,
an arabic translation of his lec
tures at Damascus, was published
by the Syrian University Press in
1953 for use in teacher education
classes. He has also contributed
to numerous American profes
sional journals.
During the 13 years that Dr.
Potter has been dean, the gradu
ate degree work at Pacific has
approximately tripled. A total
of 798 students have earned their

DR. WILLIS N. POTTER
master's degrees and 53 have re
ceived1 their doctorates.
Two
Ph.D. degree programs in Eng
lish and chemistry, a Specialist in
Education degree and a master's
program in Inter-American stu
dies have also been added during

UOP May Get New Calendar
Within the next month a facilty committee will be formed to
investigate the possibility of shift
ing the "start and finish"
dates
of the University's fall and spring
semesters. The hoped-for result
of this committee's findings
is the
elimination of the post Christmas
"lame-duck" weeks prior to the
fall semester final exams.
ALTHOUGH THE commit
tee's findings
will probably be
mailable before the opening of
the 1966-'67 school year, any
shift recommendations would not
se implemented before the 196869 semesters because of neces
sary prior scheduling.
Essentially there are two
"shift" alternatives which will be
nvestigated: first, ending the fall
semester prior to the Christmas
'acation and creating an "inde
pendent study period" during
fanuary; and second, beginning
he fall semester in late Septem

ber and thereby extending the
first semester at least a month be
yond the Christmas vacation re
turn.
THE LATE SEPTEMBER
scheme appears as the more ad
vantageous of the two alterna
tives because the independent
study month
would interupt
sports' scheduling and negate
certain courses from the month's
independent study because of
their inherent limitations in such
a realm.
THE QUESTION of switch
ing from the current two semes
ter system to a trimester or quar
ter system was
run over-thecoals" almost three years ago by
a specially appointed faculty com
mittee. For a number of rea
sons, primarily the smallness of
the University, the possibility of
a semester switch to a quarter or
trimester system was shelved.

Secure your

AMERICAN AIRLINES
YOUTH FARE IDENTITY CARD

this time. Master's degrees are
now offered in 17 departments at
the University.
There are 269 students current
ly enrolled in the Graduate
School this semester. A large
proportion of the Pacific faculty
is involved in the Graduate
School either through the actual
teaching of courses or in serving
on committees.
The advantages offered by the
Graduate School at Pacific are
faculty accessability and a faculty
which is interested in the individ
ual student. There is no mecha
nized process at Pacific which
tends to give the student a feel
ing of being lost. On the other
hand Dr. Potter feels that there
is a lack of "esprit de corps." One
of the reasons is that this campus
does not offer a good place for
graduate students to meet and
many graduate students are at
tending Pacific on a part-time
basis. This is one of the disad
vantages of a small graduate de
partment on a campus with no
Student Union.
Another disadvantage Pacific's
Graduate School faces is the
absence of a complete library and
adequate science
laboratories.
However, the new annex to the
library and the proposed Science
(Continued on Page 11)
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Model UN Delegates Set
Nineteen UOP students are in
tensively studying the countries
of Turkey and Iran in prepara
tion for the forthcoming regional
conference for the Model United
Nations.
The UOP delegates are En
rique Auza, Gene Bigler, Sandra
Egenberger, Jim Hughes, Maxine
Korn, Pete Morales, Craig Nielson, James Tashima, Aileen
Tsukimura, Diana S h o v 1 i n,
George Williams, Allan Jokisaari,
Walt Raitt, Brad Brown, Michael
Fager, Paul Frobose, Gary Hargett, Angie Metropulos, and Tom
Russell.
The delegation will travel to
Sonoma State College on March
26 to represent Turkey and Iran.
April 27-30 the delegation will
meet in San Francisco with some
100 other chools for the Model

UN of the Far West. At this
conference UOP will represent
Iran only.
In order to prepare for these
conferences, the delegates must
made a concentrated study of the
country in order to understand
its culture, its history, its econ
omy, and its politics.
At the Model UN Conference
delegates are divided into com
mittees where the issues are dis
cussed. Those issues that pass
committee are sent to the General
Assembly where they are re-dis
cussed, debated, and voted upon.
Being a member of the Model
UN is an educational challenge.
It is an opportunity to meet out
standing individuals as well as
to gain an insight into the work
ings of the UN.

Men's Dorms in Planning Stage
Plans for new men's residence
halls or possibly a co-ed dormi
tory are currently being studied.
The site of the construction is
to be across the Calaveras River.
The exact location has not yet
been determined. The projected
date of completion of the struc
tures is September 1967.
LAST YEAR a survey of all
the residence halls was conducted
in order to give the administra
tion a clearer insight into the stu
dents' wants and needs.
Some of the questions that
appeared on the questionnaire
and the results are as follows:
(1) THE SIZE of the living
group was considered. Covell
Hall occupants desired a smaller
arrangement while residents of
the Quads and the men's halls
indicated that they were satisfied
with the present size of their re
spective living groups.
(2) THE AMOUNT and
quality of furniture was question
ed. All living groups reported
the present situation to be quite
satisfactory.
(3) THREE sketches of room
arrangements were illustrated on

the questionnaire. They were:
a double room in which a semipartition afforded the occupants
more privacy; two double rooms
which were adjoined by a bath
room in the center; and a suite
of rooms which are ajoined by a
living room. On this question
Dean Edward S. Betz personally
felt that there would be a strong
preference by students for some
thing different than they have
now. However, the questionnaire
showed no such strong indication.
There was a slight trend for
preference of the second plan.
Betz said that the room arrange
ment is under careful considera
tion for the best possible im
provement without rising costs in
construction.

(4) WOULD students be will
ing to pay the extra expense of
having private phones in each
room?
The men's residences
elected 140 yes to 114 no to pay
for the service. The Quads pre
ferred 48 negative to 41 affirma
tive not to have the service; and
Covell Hall indicated 136 yes to
102 no to have the extra expense.

(5) STUDENTS were asked

Food At Its Best

to state a preference for dining
hall facilities. Covell Hall indi
cated the desire to have the fa
cility within the residence hall as
it is situated presently. However
on another question they express
ed a preference for co-ed dining
facilities. The Quads preferred
to have the facilities adjacent to
the residence hall and co-ed as it
is now. The men's living groups
expressed the desire to have the
dining hall adjacent to their quar
ters rather than separate from the
living group as it is at present.
(6) IF A Co-ed dormitory was

constructed would the student
have any objection and does the
student think that his parents
would have any objections. The
response to both parts of the
question was negative.
(7) IN THE CASE that a

multiple story structure were
erected, would the student have
any objection to living above the
3rd floor.
The replies indicated
no objections were raised. Betz
said that the possibility of a mul
tiple story building up to 6 floors
was being considered to save land
for more open space.
The construction of new resi
dence halls is currently only in
the rough planning stage. UOP
students have been involved in
the planning and will continue
to be consulted on matters of con
cern to them.

as well as all arrangements
for domestic and international travel
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Students on Teaching

On - the - spot interviews with
three student teachers and two
experienced supervising teachers
of Stockton schools revealed
some candid, first-hand
opinions
as to the effectiveness and main
goals of the student teaching pro
gram.
DOES THE student teaching
program really help prepare a
future teacher? If so — how?
An elementary student teacher
commented: "I don't think you
could go into a classroom with
out having it, because it offers the
chance to put the theory of
teaching into practice."
"IN OUR training here at
Pacific, we are reuired to teach
a class of college students as if
they were kiddies in the third and
fourth grades. It's too ideal and
too easy and just not the same as
teaching a real, live class of third
and fourth graders."
"I DON'T see how the pro
gram could be improved too
much.
Teachers should have
more child psychology and, in
the primary grades, more music
courses."
"There is often a drastic dif
ference between the methods of
teaching we are taught and those

used by the supervising teachers,
resulting in the tendency for us
to adopt some of their methods
in order to resolve the conflict."
"I THINK this problem could
be done away with if Pacific
could eventually have an actual
schoolhouse on or near campus
attended by children of a certain
elementary age level. The super
vising teacher could be a gradu
ate of Pacific, using, therefore,
the same methods as those of his
trainees, and practice then could
become identical to theory."
COMMENTS OF a student
teacher at the secondary level
were: "Yes, but many of the edu
cation courses are geared to the
elementary level. I remember in
one particular course we got as
far as the eight year-old child.
Now that's really going to do me
a lot of good when I'm facing a
high school English class."
"As far as education courses in
general are concerned, 'School
and Society' is worthless; 'Learn
ing and the Learner' approaches
tolerability." (The elementary
student teacher agreed complete
ly with this.) "The methods
courses gave me some very valu-

Trimble to Direct St. Michael's

C a n o n David Churchman
Trimble is the new development
director for St. Michael's college
appointed to replace D e a n
Wayne Grey who was removed
from his post last fall. Canon
Trimble will work in promotional
and fund-raising activity for the
proposed Episcopal cluster col
lege on the Pacific campus.
Canon Trimble has been the
rector of St. Luke's Episcopal
Church in Prescott, Arizona for
the past 22 years and is now on a
sabbatical to work on the develop
ment of St. Michael's. He has
been on the Board of Trustees of
the college for three years.
The opening date, previously
set for 1967 has been postponed
until the results of current fund

COMPONENTS
RECORDS

drives are more definite. Funds
for St. Michael's are obtained
from Episcopal churches in the
Province of the Pacific which in
cludes congregations in the west
ern states and Alaska. Funds are
raised independently of the pres
ent university system, and, ac
cording to
President
Robert
Burns, the University is in a po
sition to encourage, rather than
to act as an administration for
St. Michael's at this time. The
college has its own board of trus
tees and is responsible for any
development.

There has been no ground
breaking for St. Michael's build
ings. The Episcopal school will
use the University library, physi
cal education plant, science lab
oratories, and business office, but
will have its own buildings to be
constructed across the Calaveras
River. Fifteen acres have been
set aside for the college on a long
term lease.
Canon Trimble is married and
has three children, two in college.
He was educated at the Gillman
Country School in Baltimore,
Maryland, Princeton University
and Virginia Theological Semi
nary. His family has moved to
Stockton for the duration of his
sabbatical.
Visit Our Fine Cosmetic
Department for Beauty Advice

SERVICE

6130 PACIFIC AVENUE
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— We Feature —
Revelon — Bonnie Bell
Helena Rubinstein—Allecreme
Dorothy Gray—Max Factor
— Fragrances —
Shalimar — Faberge
My Sin — Mary Sherman
Arpage — Jean Nate
Worth — Madam Rochas

able experience -— the others
added absolutely nothing."
A SECOND student teacher at
the secondary level replied: "Yes,
definitely. I had no idea what
teaching was like until I entered
the program.
The education
courses have a tendency to be
more idealistic than practical."
"The program is an opportun
ity to gain some really valuable
experience. If I hadn't had it,
I'm afraid I probably would have
washed out the first year."
"IT'S THE CHANCE to come
face to face with the students,
and you find out that they're not
little angels and not really very
eager to learn either."
All three student teachers
thought their experienced super
vising teachers were excellent.
S T O C K T O N TEACHERS
were asked: What do you con
sider your responsibility to the
student teacher?"
Mr. John Birtwhistle, Franklin
School, U.S. History: "To pre
pare him with as much reality as
possible. So far he has been ex
posed only to theory."
"As far as the classroom and
the student are concerned," Birt
whistle said, "there is quite a
shock between what is supposed
to be and what is. It is simply
up to us to help guide the student
teacher through the reality of
teaching."
Mrs. Dolores Bellew, El Dora
do School, second grade, re
plied: "We are trying to help the
student teacher meet the chal
lenge of the real life situation so
that he can put into practical ap
plication what he has gained in
the university class."
"As an experienced teacher I
am proud of my profession and I
am anxious to help others suc
ceed and become part of it so that
they can be just as proud."

National Science Foundation Grants
Pacific $39,000 - Tomorrow the Moon!
University of the Pacific is
moving forward on the frontier
of science!
Last month UOP
was awarded two grants by the
National Science Foundation to
strengthen its science research.
One grant amounted to $12,200
to support research in Marine
Biology at the Pacific Marine
Station at Dillon Beach. This
research grant is for two years
and will be under the direction
of Dr. Edmund H. Smith, direc
tor of the Pacific Marine Sta
tion.
The Pacific Marine Station is
located on the shore of Bodega
Bay, a few hundred yards south
of the resort community of Dil-

Board of Regents
Welcomes Cole
Fred Howard Cole has been
elected to the Board of Regents
of the University of the Pacific.
His election was announced after
a recent meeting of the Board by
Board Chairman, Ted F. Baun.
Cole is president and general
manager of the Cole Electric
Company in Culver City.
His
company manufactures electrical
power switching equipment, oil
circuit breakers, aircraft com
ponents, and missiles and elec
tronic components and connec
tors.
The inventor of approximately
25 patents on power switch-gear,
Cole is a Fellow of the Institute
of Electrical and Electronic Engi
neers. He is also a registered
professional electrical and me
chanical engineer in California.

———"

SPECIALISTS"

9k, MARENGO SLeppUq CENTER
6037PACIFIC AVE..STOCKTON

Ion Beach. Facilities of the sta
tion include classrooms, lab3ora.
tories, museum collection: sp e .
cialized library, a 38-foot expl0t
ation launch, dormitory and djn
ing hall. The University of the
Pacific established the M,
iarine
Station in 1947.

The other grant totaled
$16,847. It was granted under
the National Science Foundation
Graduate Traineeship Program I
Of this total, $11,644 is a continu.
ation of a grant made last year to
support two graduate traineeships
in chemistry. The rest will sup.
port one new graduate traineeship in chemistry. The grant is
under the direction of Dr. Willis
Potter, Dean of the Graduate
School.
The Graduate Traineeship Pro.
gram is a program in which the '
University has the full responsi- !
bility for selection of the stu- j t
dents to receive the grant. These
students will be selected between
now and the first of September, ^
In the offing for UOP is the
establishment of a Science Center
on campus. Thomas S. Thompson, Vice President for Develop
ment, reported that members of
the physics, chemistry, and bi
ology departments met recently
with the University architect to
formulate rough plans for the
pen
construction.
The science faculty is taking a
look at their present needs as well
as their projected needs for the
future. No decision for the cen
ter will be made until they arrive
at a basic plan.
Thompson also reported that
UOP is on the agenda of one
foundation for a proposed grant
for the Science Center project.
Whether or not UOP will receive
this proposed grant is indefinite
at this point.

lie

fi

Internat'l Club President Heads for St. Louis
For the first

time, Pacific is

sending a delegate from its Inter
national Club to the national con
vention in St. Louis, Mo. Henry
Tjahjano, graduate student from
Indonesia and president of the
International Club will represent
Pacific in St. Louis March 29 April 2.
Delegates from clubs through
out the United States will meet
to discuss the topic "The Myth
and Reality of the U.S. Foreign
Aid Policy" in an attempt to pro
mote understanding among for
eign students of what the United
States is attempting to do in its
foreign aid program. The topic
is believed to be a timely one,
especially with present world con
flict which, Tjahjano stated, is

difficult for a foreign student in
the United States to understand.
The International Club is an
organization of foreign students
and all other interested students
which attempts to promote under
standing and a better education
for foreign students.
Tjahjano commented on the
many problems facing a foreigner
in the United States such as the
different educational methods, a
different way of thinking, plus
the obvious problem of a strange
language and culture.
It is hoped that the convention
will promote better international
relations and give the delegates
an opportunity to find out what
problems students on other cam
puses are facing and how they
attempt to solve them.
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Tjahjano, who graduated with
a B.A. in Medicine and Sociology
in Indonesia is now working to
ward his Masters degree in Soci
ology at Pacific and later plans
to continue for his doctorate at
some other institution in the
United States before returning to j
his country. In discussing the
aims of the International club, he
emphasized the problems of the
foreign student, especially the
fact that there are no special
standards to aid a foreigner ad- %
just to a different learning en- j«i
1o;
vironment.

Scandinavian Seminar
The
Scandinavian
Seminar
study program in Denmark, Fin
land, Norway and Sweden is
now accepting applications f°r
the academic year 1966-67.

:
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Students in the program stay
•!i
with a Scandinavian family at Si a
the
beginning,
speaking the lit ,
language daily. He studies at
a resident school where special
attention is given to the value of
the Scandinavian cultural heri
tage. He also does independent
study and research in the field
of his major interest.
Further information may be
obtained from
Mrs. Gunnel
Wrede 247-1043.
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Team-Teaching for Callison College
This past weekend saw the in
ception and unveiling of the
University's newest and perhaps
most exciting addition to its clus
ter college program, Callison
College. What is Callison Col
lege? Why was it formed? What
kind of student will enroll there?
DR. LARRY JACKSON, the
provost of the new college, com
mented that he had had inquiries
from interested professors on this
and other campuses regarding
positions on the Callison College
faculty. This faculty will num
ber from 18 to 20 and will serve
a maximum enrollment of about
320 students.
The curriculum will feature
team teaching, with four instruc
tors on a team. Each team is
tentatively scheduled to be com
posed of one historian, one per
son specializing in political phil
osophy, one dealing with litera
ture, and one person teaching re
ligion and ethics. Dr. Burns
commented that he thought there
would be a lot of interest gene
rated by this new approach to the

he Graduate

Teaching Assistants: 'No Better Experience'

nli
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"I don't know of any better
•1 (perience than teaching someelse." Thus, Dr. Wallace
iraves, academic vice president,
3"
a' ,immed up his view of the value
f Pacific's Teaching Assistant
";t rogram.
r 1 Teaching assistants are graduj ite students working toward their
rioctorate. Those who have their
!tl i aster's
degree may actually
'"lach classes, while others may
I ipervise lab sessions or perform
l isks, such ais grading or setting
p labs.
The Chemistry, English and
duration departments are the
iain employers of TA's since
|liese departments give doctorate
degrees. TA's are, however, used

I

in other departments in the uni
versity as in P.E., biology, music,
physics, and at various depart
ments at Covell College,
TA's, assisting in 6 units of
class, receive their tuition and at
times payment for their work.
Money is set aside from the Uni
versity budget for their pay.
Applications and information
on the iprogram are sent to col
leges throughout the country and
the most promising applicants are
accepted as TA's. Pacific stu
dents are given no special prior
ity in the program, but compete
with all other applicants and are
chosen according to their qualifi
cations.

Dr. Graves stated that the TA
program has much value not only
to the graduate students, but also
to the University. By having
assistants, professors can devote
more time to teaching and re
search. The program is especially
hefpful in the English depart
ment for relieving professors
from teaching all sections of
freshman English.
Professors
then can concentrate on more ad
vanced courses.
The graduate students benefit
by gaining practical knowledge of
their field
and teaching exper
ience. They are also able to con
tinue their education while work
ing in their chosen field.

study of contemporary history.
As he put it, "I was born 35 years
too soon."
CALLISON College is, essen
tially, a small community of stu
dents studying a curriculum de
signed to give them a thorough
knowledge of non-Western cul
tures.
Most colleges today work on
the assumption that an under
standing of Western traditions
and cultures will enable the stu
dent to live in a world in which
millions of people are not
touched by Western thought.
The official statement announc
ing Callison College warns, "The
inadequacy of this assumption is
everywhere evident today, for our
survival as a democratic society
is just as dependent upon our un
derstanding of the peasants of
the Dominican Republic as upon
our understanding of the intransi
gent racial prejudice of the white
Mississippian ..."
DR. BURNS revealed that the
Board of Regents was "very en
thusiastic" about the plans for
Callison College, then went on to
point out the merits of the new
college. Among the advantages
which Dr. Burns credited to Cal
lison College were these:
(1) It's curriculum would pro
vide the student with foreign ex
perience, the type of foreign ex
perience which would represent
a natural progression in the stu
dent's course of study. This
"year abroad" would be more
valuable than other similar pro
grams in that the student would
study under the college's own in
structors.
(2) It would expose the stu
dent to the history and thought
of countries with other than
Western cultures, an area which
Dr. Burns says has "been neglect
ed."
(3) Another facet of Callison's
curriculum which Dr. Burns em
phasized is that it is a four-year

18 Students Make Straight A's on Fall Dean's List
Eighteen Pacific students claimd perfect 4.00 grades last semesto top the fall Dean's list. To
e eligible, a student must be enolled n the University for at
ast nine units and must receive
3.5 or above average for the
Dniester.
'RESHMEN

Sharlotte Louise Althausen, Wilan* Paul
Andersen, Kathleen Rae
Wonucci, Rogelio Hugo Brarda,
teven Robert Brydon, Louise June
*mpbell, Kathryn Susan Chilcote,
evin Douglas Durham.
Avis Anne Fedge, 'Richard Harri0la Fleming, Charles Albert Fracchia,
5 » Janelle Jessica Gobby, Ann Bauld
joodman, Ronald Duane Henson,
Uflcan Greene Howard, James Hugh
rvvin, Joanne Helen Jorgensen.
Carol Anne Landry, Robert Albert
•eifta, Lorraine Rene Madsen, KathKn Virginia Naylor, Patrick William
^Bryon*, Jeanne Lynn Olsen, Carol
*°uise O'Neill, Martha Irene Peart.
Susan
Rhodes,
Jeanette
Louis
iydth, Terry Lynn Smith, William
°mas Souto, Robert Allen Tvedt,
errV Wesley Wallace, Mark Theoore Wille, Marsha Kay Wilson,
?°mas Todd Wilson, Janice Kwai
ing Wong, Linda Kathleen Wright.

Lurette Cora Mattson*, Margaret
Louise Meek, Claudia Jeanne Mer
rick, Janis Mary Miller, Sylvia Mar
garita Monroe, Ronald Lee Murov,
Susan Elaine Murphy, Jo Ellen NewIan, Michael Francis Overfield, Rixio
Ernesto Parra, Nancy Lee Pennington,
Carleton E. Penwell, Sherry Purple,
Corinne Ann Repsold, Ann Porritt
Shaw, James Roger Sherman, Kathy
Anne Shoemaker, Carla Silberstein,
Ranae Millie Swendseid, Patricia Ann
Tesei, Kimo Merlin Welch, Sara
Lorraine
Wigh,
Susan
Jennifer
Wright, Fernando Edvardo Zumbado.

JUNIORS

S°PHOMORES

Janet Louise Beckwith, Charlene
Frances Brendler, Karin Lynn Caviglia, John Peter Contos, LeeSue Curry,
Joseph Marvin Erwin, Jonathan A.
Fox, Richard Eugene Frey, Margarita
H. Grassi, Harvey S. Hamilton, Wil
liam Peter Hansen, Karl K. Harris*,
Constance Lee Harrison, Fred L.
Hilger, Joe Hong:, James Montgo
mery Hughes*, Hilton Kean Jones,
Mark Eddie Kusanovich, Christine
Leave, Linda K. Mack*, James Ken
neth MacKenzie, Francisco Melero*,
Angela
Metropulos,
Grant Allen
Mitchell, Jeffrey Starr Nelson*, Bar
bara Jean North, Julie S. Parsons,
Dorothy Joan Payne*, Linda Edna
Peacock*, James Stephen Puterbaugh,
Lesley Jean Rice, Curtis Kip Roebken,
Norman Ole Rosen, Susan Neisular
Rothman.

. Margaret Allen, Linda J. Branson,
;,chard Douglas Clark, Janet Lynn
;0°k, Sharon E. Engstrom, Louise
!?nford
Gibbons,
Donna
Marie
lr°ve, Edith Kimber, Fredrick Barkr Land. Sharon Louise Lewis.

Frances Elizabeth Salvetti, Carol
Brownlie Schwartz, Richard Keith
Thompson, Thomas Richard Trouton,
Leslie Verne Venable, William Irving
Warner, Marlowe Kay Wilburn, Bet
ty Jean Williams, Paula Xanttopoulos.

SENIORS

Kathleen L. Anderson, Shirley Ann
Alves*, Norma Louise Beeskau, Patri
cia Anne Betts, Joanne Margaret
Bianchi, Patricia Bilbrey, Linda Gay
Bollinger, J. Gerardo Borrero*, Dav
id Allan Buck, Roland Leroy Bunch*,
Thomas Peter Collins, Susanne Eliza
beth Crummey.
Vito Dominic Fabrizio, John Low
ell Fruth, Ariane Lucia Furst, Philip
James Gaines, Clifford Henry Gambs,
Ilka Maria Hartmann, James Ar
thur Haut, Gerald Harlowe Hawkins,
Karen Kay Heinrich, Nancy Ruth
Henry*, Naomi Hirozawa, Lynn E.
Holden, Wanda Rae Hollister*.
Cherilyn Anne Jackson, Jennifer
F. Jackson, James Edward Jacobsen,
Diane Ruth Johnson, Holly Jean
Jones, Ronald I. Kumasaki, Paul
Wayne McCurdy, Carol Jeanette Ma-

AAIRAC-L.E
0OOOO
2363 PACIFIC AVE.

PHONE 466-4388

Marci Pankey Massei, Donna

Sue Mitchell.

program. Most students want,
and expect, to complete their de
gree requirements in four years.
An additional factor in the Cal
lison program is that a student
is allowed 24 units of electives,
which he may use to complete
the requirements for a major in
College of the Pacific.
NEXT WEEK:
THE CALLISON COLLEGE
CURRICULUM.

Potter

(Continued from Page 9)
Center will contribute to alleviating part of this barrier. In addi
tion to better facilities, Dr. Pot
ter sees a need for more financial
aid to graduate students.
When asked if the UOP Grad
uate School would ever "go big,"
Dr. Potter replied that the school
is working to consolidate what
they have gradually rather than
on a spectacular basis.
The
Graduate School is included in
Pacific's expansion program of
"moving forward on all fronts."
At present there is no immediate
plan to expand the Ph.D. pro
gram. This may occur in the fu
ture when such facilities as the
library and science laboratories
their rights as individuals. If a
roommate wanted to study com
fortably in his or her room and
the other roommate wanted to en
tertain, where would the just de
cision lie? This seemed to be the
consensus of opinion.
The problem of privacy for
couples was recognized as an im
portant one —one we must do
something about; however, some
way other than an open-dorm
policy should be found in order
to preserve the integrity of the
individual on campus. The coun
selors added, "And to take into
consideration a counselor's al
ready heavy burden of guarding
individual rights."

KONRAD'S

Allison Marie Norman, Roger Dav
id Noteware*, Donna M. Peterson*,
Donald Jene Pettijohn, Brian Fred
erick Phipps*.

Delicious Home-Made

Bonnie Jean Randall, Edith Ann
Reno, Stephen Charles Scheu, Susan
Scott, Nancy Elizabeth Smith, Rich
ard James Sparks, Carolyn Jane Starbird, Victor William Van Koten*,
Mary Louise Vieira, Carolyn Anson
Walker, Ronald Steven Young.
* Straight A's.

2011 Pacific Ave.

Ice Cream
Sunday Noon — 9 p.m.
Daily — 8:30 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Eyelashes by

ANDREA
Easily applied for
immediate glamour.
We also carry
Lash-Kleen false eyelash
cleanser.

.

. .

No need to safari to the African diamond
mines to find her an engagement set at
a realistic price
Delivered direct by

DON NEGUS

462-9502
(courier, student and entrepreneur)

Hoiue
1700 PACIFIC AVENUE
PHONE 466-4181

fine d iamonds

ROOS/ATKINS
SURF'S UP! and we've got the

This year's surf-right beachwear in a raft of colorfast plaids and plains.

Your Shirts

Your Jackets

Your Trunks

Three top styles, all plaid, colorfast, with short sleeves and per
manent press!

Nylon Snapper with contrast
competition stripe
$10
Competition Nylon Pullover with
contrast stitching
$10
The Prowler, oxford nylon, with 2
hoods.
$15

Surfman, plain with plaid waist
band, lacer front, fully lined $9

Henley Pullover

$7

Ivy Buttondown

$7

Spread Collar

$7

WEBERSTOWN SHOPPING CENTER

Caribe, plaid short trunk with
tab front, built-in supporter $7
The Lacer, longer length with
grommet front, solid color
$9

